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WHO WE ARE 

OPERATION RAINBOW MTL  is an initiative organized by Girls Living Out Loud, a 

non-profit girl’s empowerment organization, and SIX* other entrepreneurial women who have 
joined together to help frontliners in Montreal by providing: 

-   Copper Branch Power Bowls
-   Juliette et Chocolat Rainbow Cookies
-   Locally made non-disposable shields (tested and approved)
-   Locally made certified masks
-   Gloves 
-   Virtual notes to send to the health care workers with the meals  (spreading love)
-   Therapy and Support Program offered through West Island Therapy & Wellness Centre

To ensure proper physical distancing, we all work virtually from our homes, coordinating orders 
and deliveries.  Cameo disinfects their van each day, and never enters the hospitals, to ensure the 
safest environment for everyone.    

*Juliette et Chocolat, Decarie Motors,  Christina Esteban Photography, West Island Therapy, Cameo Collection, Altitude Connections & Donnabella



OUR MISSION
Our mission is to spread a little love, a small moment of joy and heaps of needed 
safety equipment.  We support local businesses, and encourage everyone to stay 
home.  We want to take the focus away from fear by sharing more stories and 
virtual connection to our frontliners as they fight this war for us.  

WHO ARE WE SERVING
We are  providing 1 FULL DAY OF MEALS to the ER’s, ICU’s, TRAUMA, 
Respiratory Divisions, and any other departments, that require a “boost”.  We 
want to ensure they know they are not alone, so they can continue to fight against 
this invisible enemy, just one more day, while putting their own health at risk!

We provide  WASHABLE SHIELDS that can be disinfected daily, which extends 
the safety of the face masks, and offers an extra level of security.   Additionally, 
ready to distribute FACE MASKS with certified materials ensuring the safest 
conditions possible.



OUR FOOD GOAL

300

1700

APRIL 6th, 2020
300 Meals +

We have only just begun. The 
demands are triple of what 
we anticipated. We are on the 
brink of the biggest fight for 
our lives. Let’s do our part to 
help.

meals



It’s in their smiles... just for a moment feeling supported and not 
alone.  Ready to fight another day!



COST BREAKDOWN
1 meal .....  $10
1 package of 16 cookies .....  $10
1 shield & gloves .....  $20
10 face masks .....  $12.50

HOSPITALS
We serve all and any hospital that needs our support.  Over the past week we have 
served:

- Montreal General Hospital      - Jewish General Hospital             - CHUM

- MUHC         - Lakeshore General Hospital     - Hospital St-Eustache

- Hopital Sacre Coeur       - Mt. Sinai Hospital 

- Hôpital Maisonneuve-Rosemont     - Children’s Hospital 

https://www.
gofundme.

com/f/covid19-
emergency-

fund-mtl
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GIRLS LIVING OUT LOUD MTL (GLOLmtl)
hello@glolmtl.com
www.glolmtl.com

#operationrainbowmtl    #opérationarcenciel

Shannon Bienvenue 514.588.0753     Christina Esteban  514.777.9525

@GLOLmtl


